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THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING ME TO SPEAK TO YOU ABOUT THE ASCE CODES AND STANDARDS PROGRAM.
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OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH ALL THE INSTITUTES ACROSS A BROAD SPECTRUM OF AREAS OF PRACTICEI like to say we are the ninth institute, but we are really here to serve and mine all institutes and today CI is the most important.
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ROBUST STANDARDS PROGRAM ALSO INCLUDES ANCILLARY PRODUCTSWe have a total more or less of 55 published standards.  You can see the breakdown. SEI is the largest institute and structural design lends itself to standards – therefore no surprise they have the most standards.CI doing OK with 7 standards.EMI and AEI may never have standards. Any standards in AEI would likely be covered by other disciplines – structures, HVAC, MEP.Examples of Standards that are being developed:Blast Protection of BuildingsLRFD for FRP Structures
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THE ENVISION   RATING SYSTEM ™  

August 2012 
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EnvisionTM is a rating system for sustainable infrastructure.  It was developed by the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI) in partnership with the Zofnass Program at the Harvard Graduate School of Design.ISI was founded by the American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC), the American Public Works Association (APWA), and the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). Each of the three founding organization was developing a sustainable infrastructure program and saw the need for a standardized framework for classification of sustainability practices.  The organizations decided to work together to form ISI to produce and administer a sustainable infrastructure rating system. The Envision™ rating system is a project assessment and guidance tool for sustainable infrastructure design.  It is an objective framework of criteria and performance achievements that helps users identify ways in which sustainable approaches can be used to plan, design, construct, and operate infrastructure projects.  EnvisionTM timeline:A comment version for industry review and comment July 5, 2011ISI and the Zofnass Program at Harvard merged their two systems in the fall of 2011.The current version of EnvisionTM came out February 16, 2012 Project certification began in September 2012
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What Types Of Infrastructure Will 
EnvisionTM Rate? 
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First Point:Most available sustainability rating systems for infrastructure are sector specific or regionally based.  For example, there are rating systems specific to buildings, roads, airports, etc.  And there are rating systems in use by a city or state.  There is no comprehensive U.S. system that covers all aspects of infrastructure.  EnvisionTM is designed to fill this need.  Over 900 rating systems were evaluated to identify gaps, develop goals, refine approach.  There was collaboration with federal agencies, universities, consultants, professional societies, and municipalities. This tool was vetted by industry experts.Envision™ is not intended to supplant existing, sector-specific infrastructure rating systems.  It is intended to provide the essential context for their rating results. EnvisionTM measures outcomes, not intentionsSecond Point:The rating system for buildings are gaining popularity, but these aren’t applicable or transferrable for infrastructure projects.  Much of the focus of these systems is on the comfort and health of the building occupants, but most infrastructure does not have occupants.Infrastructure has different challenges than buildings .  Buildings are under the control of a single owner or entity.  You can readily optimize building systems.For infrastructure, there is no single responsible entity.  There are multiple departments with different issues, agendas, schedules, budgets, customers and integration needed at the city/community and regional levels.
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Envision™ is designed to do more than simply rate and rank projects in the built environment. It is designed as a template for planning, designing and constructing projects that contribute to the reduction of our environmental footprint while not diminishing our overall quality of life. At the same time, it helps engineers and other practitioners take into account the changes in operating conditions in ways that ensure the project will perform as specified over the entire design life. As such, Envision™ helps to create a new breed of sustainability engineer/practitioner, a person that has good knowledge of what it takes to design a project that truly contributes to sustainability.The best place to get more information about EnvisionTM is the ISI website.  You can find resources, such as The EnvisionTM guidance manualThe EnvisionTM Checklist, which is a yes/no sustainability checklist that can be used on small projects or the preliminary design stage of a larger project.  No training is necessary to use the Checklist.The most recent slides and handouts for presentationsInformation on ISI membershipYou can provide feedback on ISI and EnvisionTM and make suggestions for future resources.



60 Credits in 5 Categories  

Purpose, Community, Wellbeing 

Siting, Land & Water, Biodiversity 

Materials, Energy, Water 

Collaboration, Management, Planning 

Emission, Resilience 
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Quality of Life specifically addresses a projects impact on communities from the health and wellbeing of individuals of the wellbeing of the larger social fabric as a whole. Leadership is comprised of the tasks that demonstrate effective leadership and commitment by all parties involved in a project. The meaningful commitment from the owner, team leaders, & constructors.Resource Allocation measures the use of renewable and non-renewable resources for the project. Benefits of managing resources needed will allow a longer life as we know it. Natural World allows project teams to assesses the effect of the project on the preservation and renewal of ecosystem functions. This section addresses how to understand and minimize negative impacts while considering ways in which the infrastructure can interact with natural systems in a synergistic and positive way.Climate And Risk looks at two main concepts: minimizing emissions that may contribute to increased short- and long-term risks and ensuring that infrastructure projects are resilient to short-term hazards or altered long-term future conditions. Innovation Points are assigned in each of the 5 categories for both exceptional performance beyond the expectations of the system and the application of methods that push innovation in sustainable infrastructure.  Innovation credits act as bonus points that are added to the project score.  For example, a project where job development and training far exceed the restorative level and fundamentally revitalize a community’s economy, or a project where the stormwater management system is a community-wide resource for capturing stormwater, preventing erosion, and treating stormwater prior to release back into natural hydrologic systems.Note to Speakers: You may want to provide the Credit List handout that shows all 60 credits.



Input Portal 
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EnvisionTM rating system is web-based.To qualify for awards, at least one person on the project team must be credentialed to use the EnvisionTM rating system.  This credentialed individual will act as a guide to helping the project team apply EnvisionTM to the project.  Online training and testing is available to credential the project guide on their knowledge of the rating system and rating process.  During the initial public release of the EnvisionTM rating system, credentialed project guides are called EnvisionTM Provisional Sustainability Professionals, or ENV PVs.  In time, as Envision™ itself changes and grows, those who have achieved the ENV PV designation will  be re-credentialed and the provisional designation dropped. It is felt that as Envision™ is actually used in the field, our knowledge of what constitutes minimum preparation for using the tool will change, and that new knowledge will be reflected in the credentialing process.  Using Envision™ requires that the credentialed ENV PV  log in to the EnvisionTM web portal to register a project.  Once there, they will see this interface with icons for each of the 5 credit categories.  They will select the categories to review the associated questions. 
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